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> gordonjcp: hi, what is the command to close a
window? alt-f4 F4 for me. Muelli, yeah I did ifconfig,
and got an ipv4 address, now what? it seems to be fine
Maybe I'm a bit fastidious. I don't get any strange info,

like in iptables, if that makes a difference Gizmox:
hm. I have to admit that I don't know what ufw does.
Do you have ufw installed? gordonjcp, alt-f4 does not

work in unity, nor does ctrl-alt-t. I am trying to
remember what to do for a terminal, and will find it

for you. It's possible unity is not being reset mbeierl: in
Unity you have a terminal gordonjcp, no, not if you

want to create a new terminal in unity (trying to
remember how to do that) mbeierl: do you see a
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terminal icon in the panel or anything? mbeierl: the
terminal should just be running in the background

when you type it in mbeierl: "new terminal" is a shell?
gordonjcp, Unity is the window manager. Terminal is
the tool that runs a shell I did install ufw, but I didn't
change anything from the defaults I'll reinstall ufw

mbeierl: Unity is the window manager, and the tool to
launch a shell is called "terminal" gordonjcp, if you are

using unity, you should have the "Terminal" app
available from the "Dash". It should be labelled

"Applications"

inteltrancompiler101 wrote: If it's not difficult,
describe your story briefly, what happened to the

machine, what were the problems, how did you solve
it? Iâ€™m just now looking for a car, and according
to reviews, including yours, Iâ€™m thinking about
vw, but the problem is that there are very few good

reviews on the drive about trade winds b3 and b4, and
for some reason many compare them with basins.
Therefore, the question arises whether trade winds
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should be considered for purchase, and if so, which
ones? Thanks in advance for your reply I had both B3

and B4. fffad4f19a
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